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Abstract
Optimal transport (OT) theory describes general principles to define and select,
among many possible choices, the most efficient way to map a probability measure
onto another. That theory has been mostly used to estimate, given a pair of source
and target probability measures (µ, ν), a parameterized map Tθ that can efficiently
map µ onto ν. In many applications, such as predicting cell responses to treatments,
pairs of input/output data measures (µ, ν) that define optimal transport problems
do not arise in isolation but are associated with a context c, as for instance a
treatment when comparing populations of untreated and treated cells. To account
for that context in OT estimation, we introduce C OND OT, a multi-task approach
to estimate a family of OT maps conditioned on a context variable, using several
pairs of measures (µi , νi ) tagged with a context label ci . C OND OT learns a global
map Tθ conditioned on context that is not only expected to fit all labeled pairs
in the dataset {(ci , (µi , νi ))}, i.e., Tθ (ci )♯µi ≈ νi , but should also generalize to
produce meaningful maps Tθ (cnew ) when conditioned on unseen contexts cnew . Our
approach harnesses and provides a novel usage for partially input convex neural networks, for which we introduce a robust and efficient initialization strategy inspired
by Gaussian approximations. We demonstrate the ability of C OND OT to infer the
effect of an arbitrary combination of genetic or therapeutic perturbations on single
cells, using only observations of the effects of said perturbations separately.
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Introduction

A key challenge in the treatment of cancer is to predict the effect of drugs, or a combination thereof,
on cells of a particular patient. To achieve that goal, single-cell sequencing can now provide
measurements for individual cells, in treated and untreated conditions, but these are, however, not
in correspondence. Given such examples of untreated and treated cells under different drugs, can
we predict the effect of new drug combinations? We develop a general approach motivated by this
and related problems, through the lens of optimal transport (OT) theory, and, in that process, develop
tools that might be of interest for other application domains of OT. Given a collection of N pairs
of measures (µi , νi ) over Rd (cell measurements), tagged with a context ci (encoding the treatment),
we seek to learn a context-dependent, parameterized transport map Tθ such that, on training data, that
map Tθ (ci ) : Rd → Rd fits the dataset, in the sense that Tθ (ci )♯µi ≈ νi . Additionally, we expect that
this parameterized map can generalize to unseen contexts and patients, to predict, given a patient’s
cells described in µnew , the effect of applying context cnew on these cells as Tθ (cnew )♯µ.
Learning Mappings Between Measures From generative adversarial networks, to normalizing
flows and diffusion models, the problem of learning maps that move points from a source to a
target distribution is central to machine learning. OT theory (Santambrogio, 2015) has emerged as a
principled approach to carry out that task: For a pair of measures µ, ν supported on Rd , OT suggests
that, among all maps T such that ν can be reconstructed by applying T to every point in the support
∗
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Figure 1: The evolution from a source µ to a target measure ν can depend on context variables c of
various nature. This comprises a. scalars such as time or dosage t which determine the magnitude of
an optimal transport, b. flow of measures into another one based on additional information (possibly
different between µ and ν) stored in vectors cl,l′ , or c. discrete and complex actions ai , possibly in
combination aij . We seek a unified framework to produce a map Tθ (c) from any type of condition c.
of µ (abbreviated with the push-forward notation as T ♯µ = ν), one should favor so-called Monge
maps, which minimize the average squared-lengths of displacements ∥x − T (x)∥2 . A rich literature,
covered in Peyré and Cuturi (2019), addresses computational challenges of estimating such maps,
with impactful applications to various areas of science (cf., Hashimoto et al., 2016; Schmitz et al.,
2018; Schiebinger et al., 2019; Yang et al., 2020; Janati et al., 2020; Bunne et al., 2022a).
Neural OT We focus in this work on neural approaches that parameterize the optimal maps T
as neural networks. An early approach is the work on Wasserstein GANs (Arjovsky et al., 2017),
albeit the transport map is not explicitly estimated. Several recent results have exploited a more
explicit connection between OT and NNs, derived from the celebrated Brenier theorem (1987), which
states that Monge maps are necessarily gradients of convex functions. Such convex functions can
be represented using input convex neural networks (ICNN) (Amos et al., 2017), to parameterize
either the Monge map (Jacob et al., 2018; Yang and Uhler, 2019; Bunne et al., 2021, 2022b) or a
dual potential (Makkuva et al., 2020; Korotin et al., 2020) as, respectively, the gradient of an ICNN
or an ICNN itself. In this paper, we build on this line of work, but substantially generalize it, to learn
a parametric family of context-aware transport maps, using a collection of labeled pairs of measures.
Contributions We propose a framework that can leverage labeled pairs of measures {(ci , (µi , νi ))}i
to infer a global parameterized map Tθ . Hereby, the context ci belongs to an arbitrary set C. We
construct Tθ so that it should be able, given a possibly unseen context label c ∈ C, to output a map
Tθ (c) : Rd → Rd , that is itself the gradient of a convex function. To that end, we propose to learn
these parameterized Monge maps Tθ as the gradients of partially input convex neural networks
(PICNN), which we borrow from the foundational work of Amos et al. (2017). Our framework can
be also interpreted as a hypernetwork (Ha et al., 2016): The PICNN architecture can be seen as an
ICNN whose weights and biases are modulated by the context vector c, which parameterizes a family
of convex potentials in Rd . Because both ICNN —and to a greater extent PICNN— are notoriously
difficult to train (Richter-Powell et al., 2021; Korotin et al., 2020, 2021), we use closed-form
solutions between Gaussian approximations to derive relevant parameter initializations for (P)ICNNs:
These choices ensure that, upon initialization, the gradient of the (P)ICNNs mimics the affine Monge
map obtained in closed form between Gaussian approximations of measures µi , νi (Gelbrich, 1990).
Our framework is applied to three scenarios: Parameterization of transport through a real variable
(time or drug dosage), through an auxiliary informative variable (cell covariates) and through action
variables (genetic perturbations in combination) (see Fig. 1). Our results demonstrate the ability
of our architectures to better capture on out-of-sample observations the effects of these variables in
various settings, even when considering never-seen, composite context labels. These results suggest
potential applications of conditional OT to model personalized medicine outcomes, or to guide novel
experiments, where OT could serve as a predictor for never tested context labels.

2

Background on Neural Solvers for the 2-Wasserstein Problem

Optimal Transport The Monge problem between two measures µ, ν ∈ P(Rd ), here restricted to
measures supported on Rd and compared withZthe squared Euclidean metric, reads
T ⋆ := arg inf

T ♯µ=ν

Rd

∥x − T (x)∥2 dµ(x) .

2

(1)

The existence of T ⋆ is guaranteed under fairly general conditions (Santambrogio, 2015, Theorem
1.22), which require that µ and ν have finite L2 norm, and that µ puts no mass on (d − 1) surfaces
of class C2 . This can be proved with the celebrated Brenier theorem (1987), which states that there
must exist a unique (up to the addition of a constant) potential f ⋆ : Rd → R such that T ⋆ = ∇f ⋆ .
This theorem has far-reaching implications: It is sufficient, when seeking optimal transport maps,
to restrict the computational effort to seek a “good” convex potential, such that its gradient pushes
µ towards ν. This result has been exploited to propose OT solvers that rely on input convex neural
networks (ICNNs) (Amos et al., 2017), introduced below
Z
Z
f ⋆ := arg sup Eµ,ν (f ) :=
f convex

f ∗ dµ +

Rd

f dν.

(2)

Rd

In practice, Monge maps can be estimated using a dual formulation (Makkuva et al., 2020; Korotin
et al., 2020; Bunne et al., 2022b; Alvarez-Melis et al., 2021; Mokrov et al., 2021). Indeed, T ⋆ in (1)
is recovered as ∇f ⋆ , where f ⋆ is defined in (2), writing f ∗ for the Legendre transform of f .

Convex Neural Architectures Input convex neural networks (ICNN) are neural networks ψθ that
admit certain constraints on their architecture and parameters θ, such that their output ψθ (x) is a
convex function of their input x (Amos et al., 2017). As a result, they have been increasingly used as
drop-in replacements to the set of admissible functions in (2). Practically speaking, an ICNN is a
K-layer, fully connected network such that, at each layer index k from 0 to K − 1, a hidden state
vector zk is defined recursively as in (3),
zk+1 = σk (Wkx x + Wkz zk + bk )
(3)
z
and ψθ (x) = zK , where, by convention, z0 and W0 are 0; σk are convex non-decreasing activation
functions; θ = {bk , Wkz , Wkx }K−1
k=0 are the weights and biases of the neural network. While ample
flexibility is provided to choose dimensions for intermediate hidden states zk , the last layer must
x
z
necessarily produce a scalar, hence WK−1
and Wk−1
are line vectors and bK−1 ∈ R. ICNNs are
z
characterized by the fact that all weight matrices Wk associated to latent representations z must have
non-negative entries. This, along with the specific activation functions, ensures the convexity of ψθ .
We encode this constraint by identifying these matrices as the elementwise softplus or ReLU of other
matrices of the same size, or, alternatively, using a regularizer that penalizes the negative entries of
these matrices. Since the work by Amos et al. (2017), convex neural architectures have been used
within the context of OT to model convex dual functions (Makkuva et al., 2020), or normalizing flows
derived from convex potentials (Huang et al., 2021). Their expressivity and universal approximation
properties have been studied by Chen et al. (2019), who show that any convex function over a compact
convex domain can be approximated in sup norm by an ICNN.

3

Supervised Training of Conditional Monge Maps

We are given a dataset of N pairs of measures, each endowed with a label, (ci , (µi , νi )) ∈ C ×P(Rd )2 .
Our framework builds upon two pillars: (i.) we formulate the hypothesis that an optimal transport Ti⋆
(or, equivalently, the gradient of a convex potential fi⋆ ) explains how measure µi was mapped to νi ,
given context ci ; (ii.) we build on the multi-task hypothesis (Caruana, 1997) that all of the N maps
Ti⋆ between µi and νi share a common set of parameters, that are modulated by context informations
ci . These ideas are summarized in an abstract regression model described below.
3.1

A Regression Formulation for Conditional OT Estimation

θ ∈ Θ ⊂ Rr , Tθ describes a function that takes an input vector c ∈ C, and outputs a function
Tθ (c) : Rd → Rd , as a hypernetwork would (Ha et al., 2016). Assume momentarily that we are
given ground truth maps Ti , that describe the effect of context ci on any measure, rather only pairs of
measures (µi , νi ). This is of course a major leap of faith, since even recovering an OT map T ⋆ from
two measures is in itself very challenging (Hütter and Rigollet, 2021; Rigollet and Stromme, 2022;
Pooladian and Niles-Weed, 2021). If such maps were available, a direct supervised approach to learn
a unique θ could hypothetically involve minimizing a fit function composed of losses between maps
N Z
X
min
∥Tθ (ci )(x) − Ti (x)∥2 dµi (x) .
(4)
θ

i=1

Rd

3

Unfortunately, such maps Ti are not given, since we are only provided unpaired samples before µi
and after νi that map’s application. By Brenier’s theorem, we know, however, that such an OT map
Ti⋆ exists, and that it would be necessarily the gradient of a convex potential function that maximizes
(2). As a result, we propose to modify (4) to (i.) parameterize, for any c, the map Tθ (c) as the gradient
w.r.t. x of a function fθ (x, c) : Rd ×C → R that is convex w.r.t. x, namely Tθ (c) := x 7→ ∇1 fθ (x, c);
(ii.) estimate θ by maximizing jointly the dual objectives (2) simultaneously for all N pairs of
measures, in order to ensure that the maps are close to optimal, to form the aggregate problem
PN
maxθ i=1 Eµi ,νi (fθ ( · , ci )).
(5)
We detail in App. B how the Legendre transforms that appear in the energy terms Eµi ,νi are handled
with an auxiliary function.
3.2

Integrating Context in Convex Architectures

We propose to incorporate context variables, in order to modulate a family of convex functions
fθ (x, c) using partially input convex neural networks (PICNN). PICNNs are neural networks that can
be evaluated over a pair of inputs (x, c), but which are only required to be convex w.r.t. x. Given an
input vector x and context vector c, a K-layer PICNN is defined as ψθ (x, c) = zK , where, recursively
for 0 ≤ k ≤ K − 1 one has
uk+1 = τk (Vk uk + vk ) ,

(6)
zk+1 = σk Wkz zk ◦ [Wkzu uk + bzk ]+ + Wkx (x ◦ (Wkxu uk + bxk )) + Wku uk + buk ) ,
where the PICNN is initialized as u0 = c, z0 = 0, ◦ denotes the Hadamard elementwise product, and
τk is any activation function. The parameters of the PICNN are then given by
θ = {Vk , Wkz , Wkzu , Wkx , Wkxu , Wku , vk , bzk , bxk , buk }.
Similar to ICNNs, the convexity w.r.t. input variable x is guaranteed as long as activation functions
σi are convex and non-decreasing, and the weight matrices Wkz have non-negative entries. We
parameterize this by storing them as elementwise applications of softplus operations on precursor
matrices of the same size, or, alternatively, by regularizing their negative part. Finally, much like
ICNNs, all matrices at the K − 1 layer are line vectors, and their biases scalars.
Such networks were proposed by Amos et al. (2017, Eq. 3) to address a problem that is somewhat
symmetric to ours: Their inputs were labeled as (y, x), where y is a label vector, typically much
smaller than that of vector x. Their PICNN is convex w.r.t. y, in order to easily recover, given
a datapoint x (e.g., an image) the best label y that corresponds to x using gradient descent as a
subroutine, i.e. y ⋆ (x) = arg miny PICNNθ (x, y). PICNN were therefore originally proposed to
learn a parameterized, implicit classification layer, amortized over samples, whose motivation rests
on the property that it is convex w.r.t. label variable y. By contrast, we use PICNNs that are convex
w.r.t. data points x. In addition to that swap, we do not use the convexity of the PICNN to define
an implicit layer (or to carry out gradient descent). Indeed, it does not make sense in our setting
to minimize ψθ (x, c) as a function of x, since x is an observation. Instead, our work rests on the
property that ∇1 ψθ (x, c) describes a parameterized family of OT maps. We note that PICNNs were
considered within the context of OT in (Fan et al., 2021, Appendix B). In that work, PICNN provide
an elegant reformulation for neural Wasserstein barycenters. Fan et al. (2021) considered a context
vector c that was restricted to be a small vector of probabilities.
3.3

Conditional Monge Map Architecture

Using PICNNs as a base module, the C OND OT architecture integrates operations on the contexts C.
As seen in Figure 1, context values c may take various forms:
1. A scalar t denoting a strength or a temporal effect. For instance, McCann’s interpolation and
its time parameterization, αt = ((1 − t)Id + tT )♯ α0 (McCann, 1997) can be interpreted as a
trivial conditional OT model that creates, from
 an OT map ψθ , a set of maps parameterized by t,
Tθ (t) := x 7→ ∇x (1 − t)∥x∥2 /2 + tψθ (x) .
2. A covariate vector influencing the nature of the effect that led µi to νi , (capturing, e.g., patient
feature vectors).
3. One or multiple actions, possibly discrete, representing decisions or perturbations applied onto µi .
To provide a flexible architecture capable of modeling different types of conditions as well as
conditions appearing in combinations, the more general C OND OT architecture consists of the
4

hypernetwork Tθ that is fed a context vector through embedding and combinator modules. This
generic architecture provides a one-size fits all approach to integrate all types of contexts c.
Embedding Module To give greater flexibility when setting the context variable c, C OND OT
contains an embedding module E that translates arbitrary contexts into real-valued vectors. Besides
simple scalars t (Fig. 1a) for which no embedding is required, discrete contexts can be handled with an
embedding module Eϕ . When the set C is small, this can be done effectively using one-hot embeddings
Eohe . For more complicated actions a such as treatments, there is no simple way to vectorize a context
c. Similarly to action embeddings in reinforcement learning (Chandak et al., 2019; Tennenholtz and
Mannor, 2019), we can learn embeddings for discrete actions into a learned continuous representation.
This often requires domain-knowledge on the context values. For molecular drugs, for example, we
can learn molecular representations Emol such as chemical, motif-based (Rogers and Hahn, 2010) or
neural fingerprints (Rong et al., 2020; Schwaller et al., 2022). However, often this domain knowledge
is not available. In this work, we thus construct so-called mode-of-action embeddings, by computing
an embedding Emoa that encourages actions a with similar effect on target population ν to have a
similar representation. In § 5, we analyze several embedding types for different use-cases.
Combinator Module While we often have access to
contexts c in isolation, it is crucial to infer the effect of
µ
contexts applied in combination. A prominent example are
ci
cancer combination therapies, in which multiple treatment
T✓ ⌫
cj
modalities are administered in combination to enhance
C
treatment efficacy (Kummar et al., 2010). In these settings,
E
the mode of operation between individual contexts c is
ck
combinator
often not known, and can thus not be directly modeled via
map
embedding
simple arithmetic operations such as min, max, sum,
mean. While we test as a baseline the case, applicable
to one-hot-embeddings, where simple additions are used Figure 2: C OND OT Architecture and
to model these combinations, we propose to augment the Modules. The embedding module Eϕ
C OND OT architecture with a parameterized combinator embeds arbitrary conditions c, which are
module CΦ . If the order in which the actions are applied then combined via module CΦ . Using
is irrelevant or unknown, the corresponding network CΦ the processed contexts c, the map Tθ (c)
needs to be permutation-invariant, which can be achieved acts on µ to predict the target measure ν.
by using a deep set architecture (Zaheer et al., 2017). Receiving a flexible number of inputs from the
embedding module Eϕ , C OND OT allows for a joint training of the PICNN parameters θ, embedding
parameters ϕ, and combinator parameters Φ in a single, end-to-end differentiable architecture.
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<latexit sha1_base64="O3mBkJfuNRaJPuxNpk6dOsMKMGE=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUV69JNaBFclUREXVbcuJIKfUFTwmQ6aYdOJmHmRiwhn+AHuHHjQhG3/og78SP8BSdtF9p6YOBwzr3cM8ePOVNg25/G0vLK6tp6YaO4ubW9s2vulVoqSiShTRLxSHZ8rChngjaBAaedWFIc+py2/dFl7rdvqVQsEg0Yx7QX4oFgASMYtOSZJTfEMCSYp43Mc2FIAXtmxa7aE1iLxJmRSq38cP99Mfqqe+aH249IElIBhGOluo4dQy/FEhjhNCu6iaIxJiM8oF1NBQ6p6qWT7Jl1qJW+FURSPwHWRP29keJQqXHo68k8qZr3cvE/r5tAcN5LmYgToIJMDwUJtyCy8iKsPpOUAB9rgolkOqtFhlhiArquoi7Bmf/yImkdV53T6smNbuMaTVFAB6iMjpCDzlANXaE6aiKC7tAjekYvRmY8Ga/G23R0yZjt7KM/MN5/ANeLmME=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="HaH9bINq9IHXdmvllwzEsUQVk1Y=">AAAB+XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUZduhhbBVUlE1GWlG1dSwT6gCWEynbRDJw9mJoUS+gl+gODGhSJu/RN34kf4C07aLrT1wMDhnHu5Z46fcCaVZX0ahZXVtfWN4mZpa3tnd8/cP2jJOBWENknMY9HxsaScRbSpmOK0kwiKQ5/Ttj+s5357RIVkcXSnxgl1Q9yPWMAIVlryTNMJsRoQzLP6xHMaA+aZFatqTYGWiT0nlVr54f77avjV8MwPpxeTNKSRIhxL2bWtRLkZFooRTiclJ5U0wWSI+7SraYRDKt1smnyCjrXSQ0Es9IsUmqq/NzIcSjkOfT2Z55SLXi7+53VTFVy6GYuSVNGIzA4FKUcqRnkNqMcEJYqPNcFEMJ0VkQEWmChdVkmXYC9+eZm0Tqv2efXsVrdxAzMU4QjKcAI2XEANrqEBTSAwgkd4hhcjM56MV+NtNlow5juH8AfG+w/x85en</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="MTzp0hLRe9c58SZUHqANhu6IzYs=">AAAB+XicbVDLSsNAFL3xWesr6tLNYBFclUREXRZEcCUV7AOaEibTSTt0Mgkzk0qN/RNduFDErX/izp2f4qTtQlsPDBzOuZd75gQJZ0o7zpe1sLi0vLJaWCuub2xubds7u3UVp5LQGol5LJsBVpQzQWuaaU6biaQ4CjhtBP2L3G8MqFQsFrd6mNB2hLuChYxgbSTftr0I6x7BPLsc+V7SY75dcsrOGGieuFNSqrh3/P7h6bvq259eJyZpRIUmHCvVcp1EtzMsNSOcjopeqmiCSR93actQgSOq2tk4+QgdGqWDwliaJzQaq783MhwpNYwCM5nnVLNeLv7ntVIdnrczJpJUU0Emh8KUIx2jvAbUYZISzYeGYCKZyYpID0tMtCmraEpwZ788T+rHZfe0fHJj2riGCQqwDwdwBC6cQQWuoAo1IDCAR3iBVyuznq03630yumBNd/bgD6yPH9r5l5I=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="KJ283WcMjdzgclm/DhWyw5uVFhw=">AAAB7HicbVBNSwMxFHxbv2r9qnr0EiyCp7Irot4seNFbBbcttEvJptk2NJtdkrdCKf0NXjwo4tXfI978N6bbHrR1IDDMvCHvTZhKYdB1v53Cyura+kZxs7S1vbO7V94/aJgk04z7LJGJboXUcCkU91Gg5K1UcxqHkjfD4c3Ubz5ybUSiHnCU8iCmfSUiwShaye/0EjTdcsWtujnIMvHmpHL9CTnq3fKXzbEs5gqZpMa0PTfFYEw1Cib5pNTJDE8pG9I+b1uqaMxNMM6XnZATq/RIlGj7FJJc/Z0Y09iYURzayZjiwCx6U/E/r51hdBWMhUoz5IrNPooySTAh08tJT2jOUI4soUwLuythA6opQ9tPyZbgLZ68TBpnVe+ien7vVmp3szagCEdwDKfgwSXU4Bbq4AMDAU/wAq+Ocp6dN+d9Nlpw5plD+APn4wdk44/d</latexit>

...

inputs

<latexit sha1_base64="SESvNgPqVs8/pMEzUiW1liZB9fA=">AAAB6nicbZBNSwMxEIZn61etX1WPXoJF8FR2VdSbBS+epKL9gHYp2TRtQ7PZJZkVytKf4MWDIl79RXry35hue9DWFwIP7ztDZiaIpTDout9Obml5ZXUtv17Y2Nza3inu7tVNlGjGayySkW4G1HApFK+hQMmbseY0DCRvBMPrSd545NqISD3gKOZ+SPtK9ASjaK37tko6xZJbdjORRfBmULr6Os1U7RQ/292IJSFXyCQ1puW5Mfop1SiY5ONCOzE8pmxI+7xlUdGQGz/NRh2TI+t0SS/S9ikkmfu7I6WhMaMwsJUhxYGZzybmf1krwd6lnwoVJ8gVm37USyTBiEz2Jl2hOUM5skCZFnZWwgZUU4b2OgV7BG9+5UWon5S98/LZnVuq3MJUeTiAQzgGDy6gAjdQhRow6MMTvMCrI51n5815n5bmnFnPPvyR8/EDcpaQLA==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="LmuGzQpuFC9Z4orpo4c8KEpIyJs=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyJrxhfUcGLHgaD4MWwK6IeA170FtE8IFni7GQ2GTM7u8zMCmHJJ3jxoIgHL/6Av+LNv3HyOGhiQUNR1U13lx8Lro3jfKPM3PzC4lJ2Obeyura+kd/cquooUZRVaCQiVfeJZoJLVjHcCFaPFSOhL1jN710M/doDU5pH8tb0Y+aFpCN5wCkxVrqhrftWvuAUnRHwLHEnpFA62rvLvO98llv5r2Y7oknIpKGCaN1wndh4KVGGU8EGuWaiWUxoj3RYw1JJQqa9dHTqAB9YpY2DSNmSBo/U3xMpCbXuh77tDInp6mlvKP7nNRITnHspl3FimKTjRUEisInw8G/c5opRI/qWEKq4vRXTLlGEGptOzobgTr88S6rHRfe0eHJt07iCMbKwC/twCC6cQQkuoQwVoNCBR3iGFyTQE3pFb+PWDJrMbMMfoI8fYiWQIQ==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="F/KxlTcdBmmuH9nzvCI8RkzkvWQ=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyJj8T4inoUZTAInsKuiHoMeFFPEc0DkiXMTmaTIbOzy8ysEpZ8ghcPinj1i7z5DX6ETh4HTSxoKKq66e7yY8G1cZxPlFlYXFrO5lbyq2vrG5uFre2ajhJFWZVGIlINn2gmuGRVw41gjVgxEvqC1f3+xciv3zOleSTvzCBmXki6kgecEmOlW9rutwtFp+SMgeeJOyXF8v73V/b6Ya/SLny0OhFNQiYNFUTrpuvExkuJMpwKNsy3Es1iQvuky5qWShIy7aXjU4f40CodHETKljR4rP6eSEmo9SD0bWdITE/PeiPxP6+ZmODcS7mME8MknSwKEoFNhEd/4w5XjBoxsIRQxe2tmPaIItTYdPI2BHf25XlSOy65p6WTG5vGFUyQg104gCNw4QzKcAkVqAKFLjzCM7wggZ7QK3qbtGbQdGYH/gC9/wCOy5D+</latexit>

Training Procedure Given a dataset D = {ci , (µi , νi )}N
i=0 of N pairs of populations before µi and
after transport νi connected to a context ci , we detail in Algorithm 1 provided in § B, a training loop
that incorporates all of the architecture proposals described above. The training loss aims at making
sure the map Tθ (ci ) is an OT map from µi to νi , where ci may either be the original label itself or its
embedded/combined formulation in more advanced tasks. To handle the Legendre transform in (2),
we use the proxy dual objective defined in (Makkuva et al., 2020, Eq. 6) (15)-(16) in place of (2) in our
overall loss (5). This involves training the C OND OT architecture using two PICNNs, i.e., PICNNθf
and PICNNθg , that share the same embedding/combinator module, with a regularization (14) promoting that for any c, the PICNNθg (·, c) resembles the Legendre transform of the other, PICNN∗θf (·, c).

4

Initialization Strategies for Neural Convex Architectures

We address the problem of initializing the parameters of (P)ICNNs to ensure their gradient evaluated
at every point is (initially) meaningful in the context of OT, namely that it is able to map the
first and second moments of a measure µ into those of a target measure ν. The initializers we
propose build heavily on the quadratic layers proposed in the seminal reference (Korotin et al., 2020,
Appendix B.2), notably the “DenseQuad” layer, as well as on closed-form solutions available for
Gaussian approximations of measures (Gelbrich, 1990).
Closed-Form Potentials for Gaussians Given two Gaussian distributions N1 , N2 with means
respectively m1 , m2 and covariance matrices Σ1 , Σ2 (where Σ1 is assumed to be full rank), the
5

a.

b.

⌫1
<latexit sha1_base64="5dp+Qn/bFy3lT+FLqD3jy+6+dto=">AAAB7HicbVDLSgNBEOz1lRhfUY+iDAbBU9gVUY8BL+opgpsEkiXMTmaTITOzy8ysEpZ8gxcPinj1g7z5DX6ETh4HTSxoKKq66e4KE860cd1PZ2FxaXkll18trK1vbG4Vt3dqOk4VoT6JeawaIdaUM0l9wwynjURRLEJO62H/cuTX76nSLJZ3ZpDQQOCuZBEj2FjJb8m07bWLJbfsjoHmiTclpcrB91fu5mG/2i5+tDoxSQWVhnCsddNzExNkWBlGOB0WWqmmCSZ93KVNSyUWVAfZ+NghOrJKB0WxsiUNGqu/JzIstB6I0HYKbHp61huJ/3nN1EQXQcZkkhoqyWRRlHJkYjT6HHWYosTwgSWYKGZvRaSHFSbG5lOwIXizL8+T2knZOyuf3to0rmGCPOzBIRyDB+dQgSuogg8EGDzCM7w40nlyXp23SeuCM53ZhT9w3n8A0RKRtA==</latexit>

c.
hA2 ,b2

c1 c2 c3

<latexit sha1_base64="cL/zy0CekS6+1jE9p2WFp9sNV3c=">AAAB83icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBg5TdUtRjxYveKtgPaJclm2bb0GyyJFmhLP0bXjwo4tU/481/Y9ruQVsfDDzem2FmXphwpo3rfjuFtfWNza3idmlnd2//oHx41NYyVYS2iORSdUOsKWeCtgwznHYTRXEcctoJx7czv/NElWZSPJpJQv0YDwWLGMHGSv1RkN0EtQsUBrVpUK64VXcOtEq8nFQgRzMof/UHkqQxFYZwrHXPcxPjZ1gZRjidlvqppgkmYzykPUsFjqn2s/nNU3RmlQGKpLIlDJqrvycyHGs9iUPbGWMz0sveTPzP66UmuvYzJpLUUEEWi6KUIyPRLAA0YIoSwyeWYKKYvRWREVaYGBtTyYbgLb+8Stq1qndZrT/UK437PI4inMApnIMHV9CAO2hCCwgk8Ayv8Oakzovz7nwsWgtOPnMMf+B8/gCpBZDS</latexit>

µ
<latexit sha1_base64="LJMjakW3rzyD2R27A7Tmq2/N7bc=">AAAB6nicbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqexKUY8FL3qraD+gXUo2zbahSXZJskJZ+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GtN2Dtj4YeLw3w8y8MBHcWM/7RoW19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjUMnGqKWvSWMS6ExLDBFesabkVrJNoRmQoWDsc38z89hPThsfq0U4SFkgyVDzilFgnPfRk2i9XvKo3B14lfk4qkKPRL3/1BjFNJVOWCmJM1/cSG2REW04Fm5Z6qWEJoWMyZF1HFZHMBNn81Ck+c8oAR7F2pSyeq78nMiKNmcjQdUpiR2bZm4n/ed3URtdBxlWSWqboYlGUCmxjPPsbD7hm1IqJI4Rq7m7FdEQ0odalU3Ih+Msvr5LWRdW/rNbua5X6XR5HEU7gFM7Bhyuowy00oAkUhvAMr/CGBHpB7+hj0VpA+cwx/AH6/AFiZ43m</latexit>

hA1 ,b1

<latexit sha1_base64="eUz0s3zv+WBXS5c1NmPnmybR4eE=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOz1lRhfUY+iDAbBU9hVUY8BL+oponlAsoTZyWwyZGZ2mZlVwpJP8OJBEa9+kTe/wY/QyeOgiQUNRVU33V1BzJk2rvvpzM0vLC5lssu5ldW19Y385lZVR4kitEIiHql6gDXlTNKKYYbTeqwoFgGntaB3MfRr91RpFsk704+pL3BHspARbKx0S1rHrXzBLbojoFniTUihtPf9lbl+2C238h/NdkQSQaUhHGvd8NzY+ClWhhFOB7lmommMSQ93aMNSiQXVfjo6dYAOrNJGYaRsSYNG6u+JFAut+yKwnQKbrp72huJ/XiMx4bmfMhknhkoyXhQmHJkIDf9GbaYoMbxvCSaK2VsR6WKFibHp5GwI3vTLs6R6VPROiyc3No0rGCMLO7APh+DBGZTgEspQAQIdeIRneHG48+S8Om/j1jlnMrMNf+C8/wA565DG</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="oyrlqBifBgbnYWznkX5vn0KUPdE=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyJj8T4inoUZTAInsKuiHoMeFFPEc0DkiXMTmaTIbOzy8ysEpZ8ghcPinj1i7z5DX6ETh4HTSxoKKq66e7yY8G1cZxPlFlYXFrO5lbyq2vrG5uFre2ajhJFWZVGIlINn2gmuGRVw41gjVgxEvqC1f3+xciv3zOleSTvzCBmXki6kgecEmOlW9p224WiU3LGwPPEnZJief/7K3v9sFdpFz5anYgmIZOGCqJ103Vi46VEGU4FG+ZbiWYxoX3SZU1LJQmZ9tLxqUN8aJUODiJlSxo8Vn9PpCTUehD6tjMkpqdnvZH4n9dMTHDupVzGiWGSThYFicAmwqO/cYcrRo0YWEKo4vZWTHtEEWpsOnkbgjv78jypHZfc09LJjU3jCibIwS4cwBG4cAZluIQKVIFCFx7hGV6QQE/oFb1NWjNoOrMDf4DefwA245DE</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="pRYlRchEnBwkXgu6RWJYdgQgYB8=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOzxlRhfUY+iDAbBU9gNoh4DXtRTRPOAZAmzk9lkyOzsMjOrhCWf4MWDIl79Im9+gx+hk8dBEwsaiqpuurv8WHBtHOcTLSwuLa9ksqu5tfWNza389k5NR4mirEojEamGTzQTXLKq4UawRqwYCX3B6n7/YuTX75nSPJJ3ZhAzLyRdyQNOibHSLW2X2vmCU3TGwPPEnZJC+eD7K3P9sF9p5z9anYgmIZOGCqJ103Vi46VEGU4FG+ZaiWYxoX3SZU1LJQmZ9tLxqUN8ZJUODiJlSxo8Vn9PpCTUehD6tjMkpqdnvZH4n9dMTHDupVzGiWGSThYFicAmwqO/cYcrRo0YWEKo4vZWTHtEEWpsOjkbgjv78jyplYruafHkxqZxBRNkYQ8O4RhcOIMyXEIFqkChC4/wDC9IoCf0it4mrQtoOrMLf4DefwA4Z5DF</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="EEwQffzqDIyXyB8tI6MYwKt+z5Q=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4kJJIUY8VL3qrYD+gDWGz3bZLN5uwOxFK6N/w4kERr/4Zb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzwkQKg6777aysrq1vbBa2its7u3v7pYPDpolTzXiDxTLW7ZAaLoXiDRQoeTvRnEah5K1wdDv1W09cGxGrRxwn3I/oQIm+YBSt1B0G2U3gnZMw8CZBqexW3BnIMvFyUoYc9aD01e3FLI24QiapMR3PTdDPqEbBJJ8Uu6nhCWUjOuAdSxWNuPGz2c0TcmqVHunH2pZCMlN/T2Q0MmYchbYzojg0i95U/M/rpNi/9jOhkhS5YvNF/VQSjMk0ANITmjOUY0so08LeStiQasrQxlS0IXiLLy+T5kXFu6xUH6rl2n0eRwGO4QTOwIMrqMEd1KEBDBJ4hld4c1LnxXl3PuatK04+cwR/4Hz+AKX2kNA=</latexit>

⌫2

u0 = softmax( c>
<latexit sha1_base64="8I+/c5DkeUf9HUso/qkS+ep7SJQ=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoOQU9iVoB4DXvSWgHlAsoTZSW8yZnZ2mZkVQsgXePGgiFc/yZt/4yTZgyYWNBRV3XR3BYng2rjut5Pb2Nza3snvFvb2Dw6PiscnLR2nimGTxSJWnYBqFFxi03AjsJMopFEgsB2Mb+d++wmV5rF8MJME/YgOJQ85o8ZKjXK/WHIr7gJknXgZKUGGer/41RvELI1QGiao1l3PTYw/pcpwJnBW6KUaE8rGdIhdSyWNUPvTxaEzcmGVAQljZUsaslB/T0xppPUkCmxnRM1Ir3pz8T+vm5rwxp9ymaQGJVsuClNBTEzmX5MBV8iMmFhCmeL2VsJGVFFmbDYFG4K3+vI6aV1WvKtKtVEt1e6zOPJwBudQBg+uoQZ3UIcmMEB4hld4cx6dF+fd+Vi25pxs5hT+wPn8AXICjLw=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="L5qrL0YA6qFN6oe0FDcO/nW4LxQ=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKqDcDXvQWwTwgWcPsZJKMmd1ZZnqFsOQfvHhQxKu/I978GyebHDSxoKGo6qa7K4ilMOi6305uaXlldS2/XtjY3NreKe7u1Y1KNOM1pqTSzYAaLkXEayhQ8masOQ0DyRvB8GriNx65NkJFdziKuR/SfiR6glG0Up3dt1HFnWLJLbsZyCLxZqR0+QkZqp3iV7urWBLyCJmkxrQ8N0Y/pRoFk3xcaCeGx5QNaZ+3LI1oyI2fZteOyZFVuqSntK0ISab+nkhpaMwoDGxnSHFg5r2J+J/XSrB34aciihPkEZsu6iWSoCKT10lXaM5QjiyhTAt7K2EDqilDG1DBhuDNv7xI6idl76x8euuWKjfTNCAPB3AIx+DBOVTgGqpQAwYP8AQv8Ooo59l5c96nrTlnNrMPf+B8/AAUKpBB</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="ZrCwrWgD/x1PQp+DwDmCuNZW/XA=">AAAB/HicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oj16WSyCp5JIUS9CwYveKtgPaEPYbDft0t0k7E6kJdS/4sWDIl79Id78N27bHLT1wcDjvRlm5gWJ4Boc59sqrK1vbG4Vt0s7u3v7B/bhUUvHqaKsSWMRq05ANBM8Yk3gIFgnUYzIQLB2MLqZ+e1HpjSPoweYJMyTZBDxkFMCRvLtcuo717gHbAyZjkOQZDz17YpTdebAq8TNSQXlaPj2V68f01SyCKggWnddJwEvIwo4FWxa6qWaJYSOyIB1DY2IZNrL5sdP8alR+jiMlakI8Fz9PZERqfVEBqZTEhjqZW8m/ud1UwivvIxHSQosootFYSowxHiWBO5zxSiIiSGEKm5uxXRIFKFg8iqZENzll1dJ67zqXlRr97VK/S6Po4iO0Qk6Qy66RHV0ixqoiSiaoGf0it6sJ+vFerc+Fq0FK58poz+wPn8A3YiU9Q==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="0pJJAAbWmyU0QBEUlAs6i1TV0Gw=">AAAB7HicbVDLSsNAFL2pj9b6iroUZbAIrkpSRF0W3KirCqYttKFMppN26GQSZiZKCf0GNy4UcesHufMb/AidPhbaeuDC4Zx7ufeeIOFMacf5tHJLyyur+cJacX1jc2vb3tmtqziVhHok5rFsBlhRzgT1NNOcNhNJcRRw2ggGl2O/cU+lYrG408OE+hHuCRYygrWRvLZIO5WOXXLKzgRokbgzUqoefn/lbx4Oah37o92NSRpRoQnHSrVcJ9F+hqVmhNNRsZ0qmmAywD3aMlTgiCo/mxw7QsdG6aIwlqaERhP190SGI6WGUWA6I6z7at4bi/95rVSHF37GRJJqKsh0UZhypGM0/hx1maRE86EhmEhmbkWkjyUm2uRTNCG48y8vknql7J6VT29NGtcwRQH24QhOwIVzqMIV1MADAgwe4RleLGE9Wa/W27Q1Z81m9uAPrPcf0paRtQ==</latexit>

⌫3
<latexit sha1_base64="XT4yzw8HFO1OLsEhdjCMy4joyZA=">AAAB7HicbVDLSsNAFL2pj9b6iroUZbAIrkqioi4LbtRVBdMW2lAm00k7dDIJMxOlhH6DGxeKuPWD3PkNfoROHwttPXDhcM693HtPkHCmtON8WrmFxaXlfGGluLq2vrFpb23XVJxKQj0S81g2AqwoZ4J6mmlOG4mkOAo4rQf9y5Ffv6dSsVjc6UFC/Qh3BQsZwdpIXkuk7ZO2XXLKzhhonrhTUqrsf3/lbx72qm37o9WJSRpRoQnHSjVdJ9F+hqVmhNNhsZUqmmDSx13aNFTgiCo/Gx87RIdG6aAwlqaERmP190SGI6UGUWA6I6x7atYbif95zVSHF37GRJJqKshkUZhypGM0+hx1mKRE84EhmEhmbkWkhyUm2uRTNCG4sy/Pk9px2T0rn96aNK5hggLswgEcgQvnUIErqIIHBBg8wjO8WMJ6sl6tt0lrzprO7MAfWO8/1BqRtg==</latexit>

3
hA1 ,b1 (x)
z0 = 4hA2 ,b2 (x)5 u0
hA3 ,b3 (x)
<latexit sha1_base64="9UVSoUDLx8LJu+A3VD1oEFNMLRg=">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</latexit>
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)
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Figure 3: a. From a measure µ to several target measures ν1 , ν2 , ν3 provided with labels c1 , c2 , c3 we
can extract three Gaussian (quadratic) potentials in closed form, b. whose gradients transport on a
first approximation µ to areas in space that cover the three targets. c. Given a new label vector c, we
compare it to known labels to modulate the magnitude of each of the three potentials.
Brenier potential solving the OT problem from the first to the second Gaussian reads:
⋆
fN
= 12 xT AT Ax + bT x + t(A, b) = 12 ∥Ax∥22 + bT x + t(A, b), where,
1 ,N2

1/2

1/2
−1/2
1/2
1/2
−1/2
A := Σ1
Σ1 Σ2 Σ1
Σ1
, b := m2 − AT Am1 ,

(7)

define both quadratic and linear terms and t(A, b) can be any constant. Importantly, note that we
write the quadratic term in factorized form AAT to enforce psd-ness, as done by Korotin et al. (2020),
not as usually done with a single psd matrix (Peyré and Cuturi, 2019, Remark 2.31).
Our quadratic potentials are only injected in the first state of hidden vector z0 , to populate it with a
collection of relevant full-rank quadratic convex functions, with the goal of recovering an affine OT
map from the start, as illustrated in the experiments from § C.1.
Quadratic Potentials Lower Bounded by 0 Naturally, for any choice of t(A, b) one recovers the
⋆
property that ∇fµ,ν
♯N1 = N2 . When used in deep architectures, the level of that constant does,
however, play a role, since convex functions in ICNN are typically thresholded or modulated using
rectifying functions. To remove this ambiguity, we settle on a choice for t(A, b) that is such that the
⋆
lowest value reached by fN
is 0. This can be obtained by setting
1 ,N2

t(A, b) := bT (AT A)−1 b ,
which results in the following choice, writing ω = m1 − (AT A)−1 m2 ,

⋆
fN
(x) = 21 ∥A x + (AT A)−1 b ∥22 = 12 ∥A (x − ω) ∥22 .
1 ,N2

(8)

(9)

To mimic these potential functions, we introduce a quadratic layer parameterized by a weight matrix
M and a “bias” vector m, defined as qM,m (x) = 12 ∥M (x − m)∥22 . By design, qM,m (x) is a convex
quadratic, non-negative layer. Finally, one has the following relationships,
∇qI,0d = Id, ∇qA,ω ♯N1 = N2 .
(10)
ICNN Initialization We explore two possible ICNN (3) initializers for OT.
Identity Initialization The first approach ensures that upon initialization the ICNN’s gradient mimics
the identity map, i.e., ∇ψθ (x) = x for any x. We do so by injecting in the initial hidden state z0
the norm of the input vector 12 ∥x∥2 , cast as a trainable layer qM,m initialized with M = I and
m = 0d , see (10). The remaining parameters are chosen to propagate that norm throughout layers
using averages. This amounts to the following choices:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Set all σi to be activations such that σi′ (u) ≈ 1 for u large enough, e.g., (leaky) ReLU or softplus.
Introduce an initialization layer, z0 = qM,m (x)1, itself initialized with M = I and m = 0d .
Initialize all matrices Wiz to ≈ 1d2 ,d1 /d1 , where d1 , d2 are the dimensions of these matrices.
Initialize all matrices Wix to ≈ 0.
Initialize biases bi to s1, where s is a large enough value s so that σi′ (s) ≈ 1.

Gaussian Initialization The second approach can be used to initialize an ICNN so that its gradient
mimics the affine transport between the Gaussian approximations of µ and ν. To this end, we follow
all of the steps outlined above, except for step 2 where the quadratic layer qM,m is initialized instead
with M = A and m = m1 − (AT A)−1 m2 using notations in (7), (8), (9), where m1 , m2 , Σ1 , Σ2
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Table 1: Evaluation of drug effect predictions from control cells to cells treated with drug Givinostat
when conditioning on various covariates influencing cellular responses such as drug dosage and cell
type. Results are reported based on MMD and the ℓ2 distance between perturbation signatures of
marker genes in the 1000 dimensional gene expression space.
Method

Conditioned on Drug Dosage
In-Sample
Out-of-Sample

CPA (Lotfollahi et al., 2021)
ICNN OT (Makkuva et al., 2020)
C OND OT (Identity initialization)
C OND OT (Gaussian initialization)
CondOT
ICNN OT

MMD

ℓ2 (PS)

MMD

ℓ2 (PS)

MMD

ℓ2 (PS)

0.1502 ± 0.0769
0.0365 ± 0.0473
0.0111 ± 0.0055
0.0128 ± 0.0081

2.47 ± 2.89
2.37 ± 2.15
0.63 ± 0.09
0.60 ± 0.11

0.1568 ± 0.0729
0.0466 ± 0.0479
0.0374 ± 0.0052
0.0325 ± 0.0062

2.65 ± 2.75
2.24 ± 2.39
2.02 ± 0.10
1.84 ± 0.14

0.2551 ± 0.006
0.0206 ± 0.0109
0.0148 ± 0.0078
0.0146 ± 0.0074

2.71 ± 1.51
1.16 ± 0.75
0.39 ± 0.06
0.41 ± 0.07

CPA
(Lotfollahi et al., 2021)

b.
ENSG00000165092.12

Wasserstein Distance

a.

Conditioned on Cell Line
In-Sample

A549

MCF7

K562
CondOT

Density

CondOT
Target
Target
Source
Source
CPA (Lotfollahi et al., 2021)
CPA
et al., 2021)
ICNN(Lotfollahi
OT
ICNN OT

In-Sample

Out-of-Sample

Setting

Expression Level

Expression Level

Expression Level

Figure 4: a. Predictive performance of C OND OT and baselines w.r.t. the entropy-regularized Wasserstein distance on drug dosages in-sample, i.e., seen during training, and out-of-sample, i.e., unseen
during training. b. Marginal distributions of observed source and target distributions, as well as predictions on perturbed distributions by C OND OT and baselines of an exemplary gene across different
cell lines. Predicted marginals of each method should match the marginal of the target population.
are replaced by the empirical mean and covariances of µ and ν. Throughout the experiments, we use
the Gaussian and identity initialization. Further comparisons between the vanilla initialization and
those introduced in this work can be found in § C.1 (Fig. 8).
PICNN Initialization Recall for convenience that a K-layer PICNN architecture reads:
uk+1 = τk (Vk uk + vk )

zk+1 = σk Wkz zk ◦ [Wkzu uk + bzk ]+ + Wkx (x ◦ (Wkxu uk + bxk )) + Wku uk + buk )

ψθ (x, c) = zK .
In their original form (Amos et al., 2017, Eq. 3), PICNNs are initialized by setting u0 = c and
z0 = 0 to a zero vector of suitable size. Intuitively, the hidden states uk act as context-dependent
modulators, whereas vectors zk propagate, layer after layer, a collection of convex functions in x
that are iteratively refined, while retaining the property that they are each convex in x. A reasonable
initialization for a PICNN that is provided a context vector c is that if c ≈ cj (where j is in the
training set), one has that ∇1 ψθ0 (·, c) maps approximately µj to νj , which can be obtained by having
ψθ0 (·, c) mimic the closed-form Brenier potential between the Gaussian approximations of µj , νj .
Alternatively, one may also default to an identity initialization as discusses above. To obtain either
behavior, we make the following modifications, and refer to the illustration in Fig. 3:
1. The modulator u0 (c) = softmax(cT M ), where C is initialized as M = [cj ]j , and Vi = I, vi = 0.
2. z0 = [qMj ,mj (x)]j , where weight matrices and bias (Mj , mj ) are either initialized to (I, 0) or as
(Aj , ωj ) recovered by solving the Gaussian affine map from µj to νj using (9).
3. Modulator u0 is passed directly to hidden state upon first iteration W0zu = I, bz0 = 0.
4. All subsequent matrices Wkz are initialized to ≈ 1d2 ,d1 /d1 , where d1 , d2 are their dimensions,
5. Wkx and Wkxu are ≈ 0, the biases bzk ≈ 1, buk ≈ 0.
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Evaluation

Biological cells undergo changes in their molecular profiles upon chemical, genetic, or mechanical
perturbations. These changes can be measured using recent technological advancements in high7

Known Perturbations
Unknown Perturbations

Wasserstein Loss of CondOT

b.

One-Hot Embedding

Known Perturbations
Unknown Combinations

Wasserstein Loss of CondOT

c.
Wasserstein Loss of CPA

MoA Embedding

Wasserstein Loss of ICNN OT

Wasserstein Loss of ICNN OT

a.

One-Hot Embedding

Known Perturbations
Unknown Combinations

Wasserstein Loss of CondOT

Figure 5: Comparison between a. C OND OT and ICNN OT (Makkuva et al., 2020) based on
embedding Emoa b. as well as Eohe , and c. C OND OT and CPA (Lotfollahi et al., 2021) based on
embedding Eohe on known and unknown perturbations or combinations. Results above the diagonal
suggest higher predictive performance of C OND OT.
resolution multivariate single-cell biology. Measuring single cells in their unperturbed or perturbed
state requires, however, to destroy them, resulting in populations µ and ν that are unpaired. The
relevance of OT to that comes from its ability to resolve such ambiguities through OT maps, holding
promises of a better understanding of health and disease. We consider various high-dimensional problems arising from this scenario to evaluate the performance of C OND OT (§ 3) versus other baselines.
5.1

Population Dynamics Conditioned on Scalars

Upon application of a molecular drug, the state of each cell xi of the unperturbed population
is altered, and observed in population ν. Molecular drugs are often applied at different dosage
levels t, and the magnitude of changes in the gene expression profiles of single cells highly
correlates with that dosage. We seek to learn a global, parameterized transport map Tθ sensitive
to that dosage.We evaluate our method on the task of inferring single-cell perturbation responses
to the cancer drug Givinostat, a histone deacetylase inhibitor with potential anti-inflammatory,
anti-angiogenic, and antineoplastic activities (Srivatsan et al., 2020), applied at different dosage
levels, i.e., t ∈ {10 nM, 100 nM, 1, 000 nM, 10, 000 nM}. The dataset contains 3, 541 cells described
with the gene expression levels of 1, 000 highly-variable genes. In a first experiment, we measure
how well C OND OT captures the drug effects at different dosage levels via distributional distances
such as MMD (Gretton et al., 2012) and the ℓ2 -norm between the corresponding perturbation
signatures (PS), as well as the entropy-regularized Wasserstein distance (Cuturi, 2013). We compute
the metrics on 50 marker genes, i.e., genes mostly affected upon perturbation. For more details
on evaluation metrics, see § E.2. To put C OND OT’s performance into perspective, we compare it
to current state-of-the-art baselines (Lotfollahi et al., 2021) as well as parameterized Monge maps
without context variables (Bunne et al., 2021; Makkuva et al., 2020, ICNN OT), see § E.1. As
visible in Table 1 and Fig. 4a, C OND OT achieves consistently more accurate predictions of the target
cell populations at different dosage levels than OT approaches that cannot utilize context information,
demonstrated through a lower average loss and a smaller variance. This becomes even more evident
when moving to the setting where the population has been trained only on a subset of dosages and
we test C OND OT on out-of-sample dosages. Table 1 and Fig. 4a demonstrate that C OND OT is able
to generalize to previously unknown dosages, thus learning to interpolate the perturbation effects
from dosages seen during training. For further analysis, we refer the reader to § E (see Fig. 9 and 10).
We further provide an additional comparison of C OND OT, operating in the multi-task setting, to the
single-task performance of optimal transport-based methods § C.4. While the single-task setting of
course fails to generalize to new contexts and requires all contexts to be distinctly known, it provides
us with a pseudo lower bound, which C OND OT is able to reach (see Table 2).
5.2

Population Dynamics Conditioned on Covariates

Molecular processes are often highly dependent on additional covariates that steer experimental
conditions, and which are not present in the features measures in population µ or ν. This can be, for
instance, factors such as different cell types clustered within the populations. When the model can only
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Figure 6: Predictive performance for a. known perturbations, b. unknown perturbations in combination w.r.t. regularized Wasserstein distance and c. MMD over different train / test splits of increasing
ohe
moa
difficulty for baseline CPA as well as C OND OT with different combinators C+
and CΦ
. For more
details on the dataset splits, see §D.2.
be conditioned w.r.t. a small and fixed set of metadata information, such as cell types, it is sufficient to
encode these contexts using a one-hot embedding module Eohe . To illustrate this problem, we consider
cell populations comprising three different cell lines (A549, MCF7, and K562). As visible in Table 1,
C OND OT outperforms current baselines which equally condition on covariate information such as
CPA (Lotfollahi et al., 2021), assessed through various evaluation metrics. Figure 4b displays a gene
showing highly various responses towards the drug Givinostat dependent on the cell line. C OND OT
captures the distribution shift from control to target populations consistently across different cell lines.
5.3

Population Dynamics Conditioned on Actions

To recommend personalized medical procedures for patients, or to improve our understanding
of genetic circuits, it is key to be able to predict the outcomes of novel perturbations, arising
from combinations of drugs or of genetic perturbations. Rather than learning individual maps Tθa
predicting the effect of individual treatments, we aim at learning a global map Tθ which, given as
input the unperturbed population µ as well as the action a of interest, predicts the cell state perturbed
by a. Thanks to its modularity, C OND OT can not only learn a map Tθ for all actions known during
training, but also to generalize to unknown actions, as well as potential combinations of actions. We
will discuss all three scenarios below.
5.3.1 Known Actions
In the following, we analyze C OND OT’s ability to accurately predict phenotypes of genetic perturbations based on single-cell RNA-sequencing pooled CRISPR screens (Norman et al., 2019; Dixit et al.,
2016), comprising 98, 419 single-cell gene expression profiles with 92 different genetic perturbations,
each cell measured via a 1, 500 highly-variable gene expression vector. As, in a first step, we do not
aim at generalizing beyond perturbations encountered during training, we utilize again a one-hot embedding Eohe to condition Tθ on each perturbation a. We compare our method to other baselines capable of modeling effects of a large set of perturbations such as CPA (Lotfollahi et al., 2021). Often, the
effect of genetic perturbations are subtle in the high-dimensional gene expression profile of single cells.
Using ICNN-parameterized OT maps without context information, we can thus assess the gain in accuracy of predicting the perturbed target population by incorporating context-awareness over simply predicting an average perturbation effect. Figure 5a and b demonstrate that compared to OT ablation studies, Fig. 5c and Fig. 6a for the current state-of-the-art method CPA (Lotfollahi et al., 2021). Compared
to both, C OND OT captures the perturbation responses more accurately w.r.t. the Wasserstein distance.
5.3.2 Unknown Actions
With the emergence of new perturbations or drugs, we aim at inferring cellular responses to settings
not explored during training. One-hot embeddings, however, do not allow us to model unknown perturbations. This requires us to use an embedding E, which can provide us with a representation of an
unknown action a′ . As genetic perturbations further have no meaningful embeddings as, for example,
9
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Figure 7: UMAP embeddings of cells perturbed by the combination KLF1+MAP2K6 (gray) and
predictions of C OND OT (ours), ICNN OT (Makkuva et al., 2020), and CPA (blue). While C OND OT
aligns well with observed perturbed cells, the baselines fail to capture subpopulations.
molecular fingerprints for drugs, we resort to mode-of-action embeddings introduced in § 3.3. Assuming marginal sample access to all individual perturbations, we compute a multidimensional scaling
(MDS)-based embedding from pairwise Wasserstein distances between individual target populations,
such that perturbations with similar effects are closely represented. For details, see § E. As current
state-of-the-art methods are restricted to modeling perturbations via one-hot encodings, we compare
our method to ICNN OT only. As displayed in Fig. 5a, C OND OT accurately captures the response
of unknown actions (BAK1, FOXF1, MAP2K6, MAP4K3), which were not seen during training, at
a similar Wasserstein loss as perturbation effects seen during training. For more details, see § E.
5.3.3 Actions in Combination
While experimental studies can often measure perturbation effects in biological systems in isolation,
the combinatorial space of perturbations in composition is too large to capture experimentally. Often,
however, combination therapies are cornerstones of cancer therapy (Mokhtari et al., 2017). In the following, we test different combinator architectures to predict genetic perturbations in combination from
single targets. Similarly to Lotfollahi et al. (2021), we can embed combinations by adding individual
ohe
one-hot encodings of single perturbations (i.e., C+
). In addition, we parameterize a combinator via a
permutation-invariant deep set, as introduced in § 3.3, based on mode-of-action embeddings of individmoa
ual perturbations (i.e., CΦ
). We split the dataset into train / test splits of increasing difficulty (details
on the dataset splits in §D.2). Initially containing all individual perturbations as well as some combinations, the number of perturbations seen in combination during training decreases over each split. For
more details, see § E. We compare different combinators to ICNN OT (Fig. 5b) and CPA (Lotfollahi
et al., 2021) (Fig. 5c, Fig. 6b, c). While the performance drops compared to inference on known perturbations (Fig. 6a) and decreases with increasing difficulty of the train / test split, C OND OT outperforms
all baselines. When embedding these high-dimensional populations in a low-dimensional UMAP
space (McInnes et al., 2018), one can see that C OND OT captures the entire perturbed population, while
ICNN OT and CPA fail in capturing certain subpopulations in the perturbed state (see Fig. 7 and 11).

6

Conclusion

We have developed the C OND OT framework that is able to infer OT maps from not only one pair of
measures, but many pairs that come labeled with a context value. To ensure that C OND OT encodes
optimal transports, we parameterize it as a PICNN, an input-convex NN that modulates the values of
its weights matrices according to a sequence of feature representations of that context vector. We
showcased the generalization abilities of C OND OT in the extremely challenging task of predicting
outcomes for unseen combinations of treatments. These abilities and PICNN more generally hold
several promises, both as an augmentation of the OTT toolbox (Cuturi et al., 2022), and for future
applications of OT to single-cell genomics.
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Appendix
A

Background

Primal and Dual Optimal Transport The primal optimal transport problem (POT) was introduced
in (1), and quickly linked in our background section § 2 to the dual optimal transport problem (DOT)
(2). We provide for completeness an intermediary step to facilitate understanding, which works in the
case where p = 2, and explain why the optimal transport map T can also be recovered via the dual
optimal transport problem. Introduced by Kantorovich in 1942, the dual formulation is a constrained
concave maximization problem defined as Z
Z
W (µ, ν) =

sup

(f,g)∈Ψc

f (x)dµ(x) +

X

g(y)dν(y),

Y

where the set of admissible potentials is Ψc := {(f, g) ∈ L1 (µ) × L1 (ν) : f (x) + g(y) ≤ 12 ∥x − y∥,
∀(x, y)dµ ⊗ dν a.e.} (Villani, 2003, Theorem 1.3). The machinery of c-transforms (Santambrogio,
2015, §1.3 1) can be used to simplify that problem. When the cost c is half the square Euclidean
distance as considered here, this results in a simpler, so-called semi-dual problem (Cuturi and Peyré,
2018) that only involves a single potential function.
Z
Z
⋆
fµ,ν
:= arg sup

f convex

f ∗ dµ +

Rd

Rd

⋆
f dν = ψµ,ν
.

(11)

The optimal convex potential function ψ is then related to the optimal dual potential f ⋆ expressed
⋆
above, through the identity ψ = fµ,ν
.

Neural Optimal Transport Learning optimal transport problems based on neural networks is at the
core of many machine learning applications, including normalizing flows (Rezende and Mohamed,
2015; Huang et al., 2021) and generative models (Arjovsky et al., 2017; Genevay et al., 2019).
Directly parameterizing the doubly-stochastic matrix T of the primal optimal transport (1) as done in
previous work (Jacob et al., 2018; Yang and Uhler, 2019; Prasad et al., 2020) has been shown to yield
an unstable and thus difficult to solve optimization problem (Makkuva et al., 2020, Table 1). We thus
follow previous work (Makkuva et al., 2020; Bunne et al., 2022b; Korotin et al., 2020; Alvarez-Melis
et al., 2021) and instead learn map T via the convex Brenier potential ψ connected to the primal and
dual optimal transport problem as outlined above. We parameterize the convex function ψ via convex
neural architectures (see § 2), which can thus be used in two contexts, either to model the Brenier
⋆
potential, or to model a dual function. Both lead to the same results since the Brenier potential ψµ,ν
⋆
is equal to the optimal dual potential associated with the second measure ν, fµ,ν , as described above
and in §2 around (2).

B

The C OND OT Algorithm

C OND OT provides a generalized approach that from labeled pairs of measures {(ci , (µi , νi ))}i infers
a global parameterized conditional Monge map Tθ . This is achieved by jointly learning an the embedding module Eϕ , a combinator module CΦ , as well as transport map Tθ . The algorithmic procedure
is outlined in Algorithm 1. We describe C OND OT’s modules as well as their parameterization in
detail in §E.3. In the following, we will cover in more depth algorithmic approaches on how to learn
transport map Tθ . Several approaches have been proposed on inferring transport map Tθ from paired
source and target populations, including the primal (1) or dual optimal transport problem (2).
A possible approach to learn our model could consist in minimizing a primal OT problem. In that
case, we can learn Tθ via the gradient of the Brenier potential parameterized via a PICNN, i.e.,
Tθ = ∇ψθ∗ = ∇1 PICNNθ . The PICNN is then trained using the entropy-regularized Wasserstein
distance (17) between the predictions ν̂ = ∇ψ♯∗ µ = ∇1 PICNNθ (·, c)♯ µ given source samples µ and
condition c and the observed target population ν as a loss function, i.e.,
ℓPOT (µ, ν, c; θ) = Wε (∇1 PICNNθ (·, c)♯ µ, ν).
(12)
Throughout this work, we choose a different route and propose instead to learn Tθ via the dual optimal
transport problem. We consider the strategy proposed by Makkuva et al. (2020) and utilized by Bunne
et al. (2021) in the context of single-cell perturbation analyses. Tθ is then parameterized via the pair
of dual potentials f and g, which themselves are defined by a pair of PICNNs g : PICNNθg (·, c)
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Algorithm 1 C OND OT Algorithm.
Input: Dataset D = {µi , νi , ci }N
i=0 of N pairs of populations before µi and after transport νi
connected to a context ci , θ0 transport map T parameter initialization, ϕ0 embedding E
parameter initialization, Φ0 embedding C parameter initialization, learning rates lrθ , lrϕ
and lrΦ , and flag which loss function to use. In the case of the dual, we have θ = (θf , θg )
parameterizing the dual potentials f and g and train_freq_f specifies the training frequency
of dual potential f .
Output: Transport map Tθ , embedding Eϕ , and combinator CΦ .
θ, ϕ, Φ ← θ0 , ϕ0 , Φ0
for {µi , νi , ci } ∈ D do
# Split (combination) context ci into individual contexts.
c1i , c2i , . . . , cki = ci
ĉi = CΦ (Eϕ (c1i ), Eϕ (c2i ), . . . , Eϕ (cki ))
if setting == ‘dual’ then
if i % train_freq_f == 0 then
ℓ ← ℓfDOT (µi , νi , ĉi ; θf ) (15)
else
ℓ ← ℓgDOT (µi , νi , ĉi ; θg ) (16)
else
ℓ ← ℓPOT (µi , νi , ĉi ; θ) (12)
# Jointly optimize parameters θ, ϕ, Φ given loss ℓ.
θ ← θ − lrθ × ∇θ ℓ
ϕ ← ϕ − lrϕ × ∇ϕ ℓ
Φ ← Φ − lrΦ × ∇Φ ℓ
return

and f : PICNNθf (·, c) such that ν̂ = ∇g♯ µ = ∇1 PICNNθg (·, c)♯µ is approximately ν, as well
as µ̂ = ∇f♯ ν = ∇1 PICNNθf (·, c)♯ ν is approximately µ on a labeled observation ((µ, ν), c) with
parameters θ = (θg , θf ). In order to optimize the pair of PICNNs, which parameterize the two dual
functions, Makkuva et al. (2020) derive an approximate formulation of (2). First, Villani (2003,
Theorem 2.9) rephrases (2) over the pair of dual potentials (f, g) to
1
W (µ, ν) = E [∥x∥ + ∥y∥] − inf Eµ [f (X)] + Eν [f ∗ (Y )] ,
(13)
|2
{z
} f convex
Cµ,ν

where f ∗ (y) = supx ⟨x, y⟩ − f (x) is f ’s convex conjugate. In a second step, Makkuva et al. (2020)
derive a min-max formulation by approximating the convex conjugate in (13) via
W (µ, ν) = sup
inf Cµ,ν − Eµ [f (x)] − Eν [⟨y, ∇g(y)⟩ − f (∇g(y))],
(14)
|
{z
}
f convex g convex
f ∗ ∈L1 (ν)

Vµ,ν (f,g)

and by relaxing the constraints on g. Thus, the dual potentials f and g can be learned via an alternate
min-max optimization problem with loss functions
ℓfDOT (µ, ν, c; θf ) = Ex∼µ [PICNNθg (x, c)] − Ey∼ν [PICNNθf (∇PICNNθg (y, c), c)], and
(15)
ℓgDOT (µ, ν, c; θg ) = −Ey∼ν [⟨y, ∇PICNNθg (y, c)⟩ − PICNNθf (∇PICNNθg (y, c), c)].
For more details, see Makkuva et al. (2020); Korotin et al. (2021).

(16)

Thus, dependent on the strategy chosen, Tθ is parameterized via a single or a pair of PICNN. Each
network takes as input the source distribution µ —in which it is input convex— as well as an
embedded context variable ĉ, returned by combinator CΦ and embedding module Eϕ . Parameters of
all three modules are jointly trained based on the derived optimal transport loss ℓ = {ℓPOT , ℓDOT },
which measures how close predicted target cells ν̂ are from the observed target population ν, given
source population µ and context c as inputs.
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Additional Experimental Results

C.1
a.

Comparison of Initialization Methods
Data

b.
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Figure 8: Comparison of ICNN initialization methods on a a. synthetic dataset containing source
(dark blue) and target samples (light blue). b. Predicted samples (red) are obtained by transporting
source samples (with dual potential g, first row) or target samples (with dual potential f , second row)
to match the respective observations. The ICNNs are initialized such that they resemble a Gaussian
closed-form approximation, the identity, or a random vanilla map (more details in § 4). Without any
pretraining, the Gaussian initialization transports the samples to the Gaussian approximation of the
respective target distribution. The identity initialization mimics the identity map and thus does not
move the samples. The naïve vanilla initialization, on the other hand, starts with a solution far off from
the target (i.e., values are in the range of 1e4 or 1e5). c. The chosen initialization strongly affects the
convergence of the solution over the course of the training, here measured by the Wasserstein distance.
We conduct a simple experiment based on a synthetic dataset displayed in Fig. 8a, in which we seek to
learn a mapping between source and target samples by parameterizing the dual potentials f and g with
two ICNNs based on different initialization schemes (see Algorithm 1, § B). To showcase different
initialization methods, we compare the initial predictions (at training iteration 0) of transported
samples for the vanilla, the identity, and the Gaussian initialization (Fig. 8b). As the Gaussian
initialization instantiates maps which transport source samples to the Gaussian approximation of the
target samples, the initialization already captures well the source or target distribution using ICNN
f or g, respectively (Fig. 8b, first column). The identity initialization, instead, configures maps which
do not move the samples from the initial distribution (see Fig. 8b, second column). Both initialization
schemes proposed in this work thus result in map parameterizations, which initially (before training)
realize non-trivial and admissible Monge maps. The vanilla initialization, on the other hand, instantiates random maps, mapping the point far away from the source and target distribution, thus impeding
fast and robust training (see Fig. 8, third column). We want to stress that this is achieved without
costly and elaborate pretraining of the networks as proposed in Korotin et al. (2020, Appendix B).
The selected initialization method also strongly affects the convergence of the solution over the course
of the training, which we monitor using the Wasserstein distance between observed and predicted
target samples (see Fig. 8c). In this simple example, the Gaussian initialization is already close to the
solution, thus the Wasserstein distance resembles the final solution already at the beginning of the
training. The identity initialization similarly starts with a mapping closer to the solution compared to a
random vanilla initialization, thus achieving fast and stable convergence of the min-max optimization
problem (14). This experiment thus demonstrates that a proper initialization is not only crucial for
fast convergence but also the overall robustness of training and result.
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C.2

Out-of-Sample Predictions in Unknown Contexts

a.

ENSG00000165092.12

ENSG00000173727.12

CondOT
Target
Source
CPA (Lotfollahi et al., 2021)
ICNN OT

Density

In-Sample
Setting

ENSG00000175175.5

Density

Out-of-Sample
Setting

b.

Expression Level

Expression Level

Expression Level

Figure 9: Marginal distributions of observed source (light blue) and target distributions (dark blue),
as well as predictions on perturbed distributions by C OND OT (red) and baselines (gray) of different
genes a. in the in-sample setting, where dosage 100nM was seen during training, and b. out-of-sample
setting, where dosage 100nM was not seen during training. Predicted marginals of each method
should match the marginal of the target population (dark blue. While the performance of C OND OT is
consistent from the in-sample to the out-of-sample setting, both baselines show differences. These
differences are subtle, however, only 3 out of 1, 000 genes are displayed.
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Figure 10: UMAP embeddings of cells perturbed by Givinostat dosage 100nM (gray) and predictions
of C OND OT (ours), ICNN OT (Makkuva et al., 2020), and CPA (Lotfollahi et al., 2021) (blue).
Contrary to the out-of-sample setting, the dosage 100nM was seen during training in the in-sample
setting. While C OND OT covers the space of observed perturbed cells, the baselines fail to capture
subpopulations (see red squares).
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Predicting Unknown Perturbations and Perturbations in Combination
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Figure 11: UMAP embeddings of cells perturbed by different combinations (grey) and predictions of
C OND OT (ours), ICNN OT (Makkuva et al., 2020), and CPA (Lotfollahi et al., 2021) (blue). While
C OND OT covers the space of observed perturbed cells, the baselines fail to capture subpopulations.
C.4

Comparing Multi-Task Performance to Ideal Single-Task Baseline

In § 5.1 and 5.2 (Table 1), we compared C OND OT with different initializations against current
state-of-the-art methods (Lotfollahi et al., 2021, CPA) and previous neural optimal transport-based
methods used on single-cell data (Makkuva et al., 2020, ICNN OT). To challenge the performance
of C OND OT even further, we add another baseline in which we train ICNN OT individually for each
distinct condition. This baseline can be seen as a lower bound on what accuracy C OND OT can reach
based on modeling perturbation responses by parameterizing Monge maps. In particular, we train
C OND OT and both baselines (ICNN OT and CPA) to predict the dosage-dependent perturbation
response to two different drugs, Trametinib and Givinostat. While both C OND OT and CPA allow
20

Table 2: Wasserstein loss Wε of different methods on the top-50 marker genes for the drugs Givinostat
and Trametinib, where we conduct the analysis for different dosages individually on the dataset by
Srivatsan et al. (2020).
Model

Wasserstein Loss Wε

Dosages

CPA (Lotfollahi et al., 2021)
ICNN OT (Makkuva et al., 2020) (on all conditions)
ICNN OT (Makkuva et al., 2020) (on selected condition)
C OND OT (Identity initialization)
C OND OT (Gaussian initialization)

10 nM

100 nM

1, 000 nM

10, 000 nM

13.75 ± 1.41
12.37 ± 1.66
10.98 ± 1.15
10.54 ± 0.37
10.56 ± 0.45

13.75 ± 0.93
12.53 ± 2.40
10.37 ± 0.23
10.58 ± 0.04
10.54 ± 0.16

15.81 ± 2.16
13.36 ± 3.02
10.58 ± 1.93
12.13 ± 2.43
12.12 ± 2.26

55.12 ± 58.14
31.02 ± 28.12
20.55 ± 14.16
20.97 ± 15.02
21.30 ± 15.29

us to condition the training on all respective dosages, we train two variants of ICNN OT: The first
version is trained on all conditions, while the additional baseline (the lower bound, i.e., ICNN OT
selected condition) computes different and independent ICNN OT models for each dosage. While
this would fail to generalize to new contexts and it requires all contexts to be distinctly known, this is,
in a way, the best we can expect to achieve. We believe the setting in which we condition on scalars
is a good start because in this 1D setting for c, the inability to generalize is less critical (as opposed to
predicting previously unobserved combinations of drugs).
The results on on 50 marker genes in data space with 1000 genes are displayed in the Table 2. This
additional experiment clearly demonstrates that C OND OT predicts perturbation responses as well as
a baseline which was trained purely on individual conditions, while still being able to generalize (see
Table 1). As often mentioned in the multitask learning literature (Mahabadi et al., 2021), sharing of
parameters (the PICNN) and conditioning seems to improve by increasing the effective sample size
of the problem.

D

Datasets

We evaluate C OND OT on different tasks, consisting of a pair of source µ and target measures ν,
as well as context variables c of different nature. In particular, we consider single-cell datasets in
which populations of single cells have been monitored with modern high-throughput methods such as
single-cell RNA sequencing technologies. Characterizing and modeling perturbation responses at
the level of single cells with access to unpaired populations of control and perturbed cells remains
one of the grand challenges of biology. In this work, we consider the task of modeling molecular
responses to cancer drugs with context variables being the drug’s dosage (i.e., a scalar, § 5.1) as
well as covariates such as different cancer cell lines present in the population (§ 5.1). Further, we
study cellular responses to genetic perturbations, where we condition on the perturbation, i.e., action,
chosen. Here we differentiate between settings where we encounter known actions (§ 5.3.1), unknown
actions (§ 5.3.2), and action applied in combination (§ 5.3.3) during evaluation. In the following, we
introduce the datasets in more depth, describe preprocessing steps, feature selection, and data splits.
D.1

... by Srivatsan et al. (2020)

Cancer drugs reduce uncontrolled cell growth and proliferation by inhibiting DNA replication and
RNA transcription as well as targeting proteins crucial for cancer progression. In doing so, they modulate downstream signaling cascades, affect cell growth and morphology, and alter gene expression
profiles of single cells. Srivatsan et al. (2020) conduct a scRNA-seq–based phenotyping screen of
transcriptional responses to thousands of independent perturbations at single-cell resolution. The measured cell population contains three well-characterized cancer cell lines, including A549, a human lung
adenocarcinoma, K562, a chronic myelogenous leukemia, and MCF7, a mammary adenocarcinoma
cell line. Due to different transcriptional profiles of each cancer cell line, drug compounds might cause
divergent cellular responses in each subpopulation. For our analysis, we consider the drug Givinostat,
a histone deacetylase inhibitor with potential anti-inflammatory, anti-angiogenic, and antineoplastic
activities (Rambaldi et al., 2010). The dataset contains 17, 565 control cells as well as 3, 541 cells
perturbed by Givinostat with different dosages, i.e., 10 nM, 100 nM, 1, 000 nM, 10, 000 nM.
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... by Norman et al. (2019)

Genetic interactions and their joint expression give rise to an inconceivable organismal complexity
and uncountable many diverse phenotypes and behaviors. Constructing a systematic genetic interaction map is crucial for a better understanding of cellular mechanisms in health and disease. Thus,
Norman et al. (2019) conducted single-cell, pooled transcriptional profiling of CRISPR-mediated
perturbations to link genetic perturbation to its transcriptional consequences using the Perturb-Seq
technology (Dixit et al., 2016). The dataset consists of individual perturbations as well as joint
knockouts of different genes, allowing us to study the phenotypic consequences of perturbing a pair
of genes alone or in combination. The indicator matrix of all individual perturbations as well as
those pairs available in combination can be found in Fig. 12a.
Data Preprocessing The data is available for download in the Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO)
database under accession number GSE133344. For data quality control and preprocessing, we follow
the analysis of Lotfollahi et al. (2021). We discarded those genetic perturbations with less than 250
cells, resulting in a dataset with 92 individual perturbations and 84 perturbations in combination. This
further included, the exclusion of particular subsets of control cells with in total 98, 419 remaining,
data normalization, log-transformation, and selection of 1, 500 highly-variant genes using scanpy
(Wolf et al., 2018).
Feature Selection Similar as above, for evaluation we select the top 50 marker genes, i.e., those
genes most strongly affected by the particular genetic perturbation.
Data Splits Following Lotfollahi et al. (2021), we create different train / test dataset splits of
increasing difficulty. The train splits hereby always contain all 92 individual perturbations as well
as varying numbers of combinations. The easiest train split contains 55 perturbations, while the
test set only carries 28 combinations which are unknown in the evaluation. Consecutive splits get
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increasingly harder, comprising 42, 29, 16, and 4 combinations in the train set (besides all single
perturbations) and 41, 54, 67, and 79 combinations in the test set, respectively (see Fig. 12b).

E

Experimental Details

In the following, we describe the experimental setup by providing an overview on the baselines,
evaluation metrics, parameterizations of C OND OT’s modules, and hyperparameters chosen.
E.1

Baselines

We consider several baselines to put C OND OT’s performance into perspective. This includes current
state-of-the-art methods, as well as ablations of our methods.
Compositional Perturbation Autoencoder (CPA) Building up on previous work (Lotfollahi et al.,
2019, 2020), the current state-of-the-art approach conditional perturbation autoencoder (CPA) learns
transcriptional perturbation responses across different cell types, applied dosages, and perturbation
combinations (Lotfollahi et al., 2021). The architecture hereby consists of several modules. CPA
predicts perturbed states of populations by learning a factorized latent representation of both perturbations and covariates, with separate embeddings for particle feature vectors, perturbations, and
external covariates. These embeddings are independent of each other by design to later allow modular
recombination of different modules and thus allowing the model to make predictions on unseen
perturbations in combination. We follow the experimental setup outlined in (Lotfollahi et al., 2021).
Similarly to perturbations, covariates such as cell type or dosage are encoded via one-hot vectors.
Thus, CPA can not be utilized to make predictions on unknown perturbations as studied in § 5.3.2.
ICNN OT A crucial ablation study of C OND OT is to learn the transition of source population µ to
target population ν without considering context c. Thus, we use standard ICNNs (3) to parameterize
the transport map module Tθ via two dual potentials as proposed in Makkuva et al. (2020) and Bunne
et al. (2021). As for the PICNNs, we utilize different initialization schemes as derived in § 4.
E.2

Evaluation Metrics

Since we lack access to the ground truth pair of perturbed and unperturbed observations on the single
cell level, we consider evaluation metrics on the level of the distribution of real and predicted perturbation states to analyze the effectiveness of C OND OT. We report results based on several metrics:
Wasserstein Distance We measure accuracy of the predicted target population ν̂ to the observed
target population ν using the entropy-regularized Wasserstein distance (Cuturi, 2013) provided in the
OTT library (Cuturi et al., 2022) defined as
Wε (ν̂, ν) := min ⟨P, [∥xi − yj ∥2 ]ij ⟩ − εH(P),
(17)
P∈U (ν̂,ν)
P
where H(P) := − ij Pij (log Pij − 1) and the polytope U (ν̂, ν) is the set of n × m matrices
{P ∈ Rn×m
, P1m = ν̂, P⊤ 1n = ν}. Throughout the evaluation, we set ε = 0.1.
+
Maximum Mean Discrepancy Kernel maximum mean discrepancy (Gretton et al., 2012) is
another metric to measure distances between distributions, i.e., for our purpose between the predicted
target population ν̂ to the observed target population ν. Given two random variables x and y with
distributions ν̂ and ν, and a kernel function ω, Gretton et al. (2012) define the squared MMD as:
MMD(ν̂, ν; ω) = Ex,x′ [ω(x, x′ )] + Ey,y′ [ω(y, y ′ )] − 2Ex,y [ω(x, y)].
We report an unbiased estimate of MMD(ν̂, ν), in which the expectations are evaluated by averages
over the population particles in each set. We utilize the RBF kernel, and as is usually done, report the
MMD as an averaged over several length scales, i.e., 0.5, 0.1, 0.01, and 0.005.
Perturbation Signatures A common method to quantify the effect of a perturbation on a population
is to compute its perturbation signature (Stathias et al., 2018, (PS)), computed via the difference
in means between the distribution of perturbed states and control states of each feature, e.g., here
individual genes. ℓ2 (PS) then refers to the ℓ2 -distance between the perturbation signatures computed
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on the observed and predicted distributions, ν and ν̂. As before, let µ be the set of observed
unperturbed population particles, ν the set of observed perturbed particles, as well as ν̂ the predicted
perturbed state of population µ. The ℓ2 (PS) is then defined as
1 X
1 X
PS(ν, µ) =
yi −
xi ,
m y ∈ν
n x ∈µ
i

i

where n is the size of the unperturbed and m of the perturbed population. We report the ℓ2 distance
between the observed signature PS(ν, µ) and the predicted signature PS(ν̂, µ), which is equivalent to
simply computing the difference in the means between the observed and predicted distributions.
E.3

C OND OT Modules

C OND OT consists of several modules for which different choices can be considered. Here, we
provide a brief overview on the options and their parameterization.
E.3.1

Embedding Module E

The embedding module allows us to consider context variables c of various nature. In the case of
scalars, no sophisticated embedding is necessary. In contrast, covariate contexts as well as potentially
complex action descriptions require embeddings in order to be processed by the combinator C, and
transport map module T .
One-Hot Embedding Eohe Covariates, such as subpopulation or patient identifiers, can be simply
embedded via one-hot encodings. These embeddings, however, are not able to capture unknown
covariates after training.
Mode-of-Action Embedding Emoa In certain cases, actions might possess distinct properties which
allow for a direct embeddings using this domain knowledge, i.e., molecular representations for
molecules (Rong et al., 2020; Rogers and Hahn, 2010). In the case of genetic perturbations, however,
no straightforward embedding is available. We thus introduce so-called mode-of-action embeddings,
which map actions into a latent space-based on their mechanism of action and effect on the target
population. In the fashion of word embeddings (Mikolov et al., 2013a,b,c), we require actions with
similar effect to be closely embedded in the learned representation. This means, however, that
we require some sample access of target population particles, i.e., perturbed cells by individual
compounds (not in combination). While several metric embeddings are possible (Chopra et al., 2005),
we here test a simple multi-dimensional scaling-based embedding (Mead, 1992). For this we compute
the pairwise Wasserstein distance matrix between all target populations of different individual
perturbations. We then compute a 10-dimensional MDS embedding-based on the stress minimization
using majorization algorithm (smacof) (De Leeuw and Mair, 2009) of sklearn (Pedregosa et al.,
2011), which serves as descriptor for each individual perturbation.
E.3.2

Combinator Module C

The combinator module allows us to pass an arbitrary number of context c to the transport map
module T .
ohe
Multi-Hot Combinator C+
A naïve way of constructing the combinator is to combine different
actions via a multi-hot encoding. If all single perturbations are observed during training, each
individual action can be represented via a one-hot encoding. The potential combination of different
actions, is then encoded by adding the respective one-hot encodings, resulting in a multi-hot encoding
for each combination. A limitation of this embedding, however, is that it cannot generalize to
unknown action after training.
moa
Deep Set Combinator CΦ
When not considering one-hot-based embeddings and when aiming
to generalize to unseen perturbations, we need a combinator module which learns how to associate
different individual embeddings with each other to receive a joint embedding. As we for now do not
make an assumption on the order of the perturbation, we consider a permutation-invariance network
architecture such as deep sets (Zaheer et al., 2017) with parameters Φ. Taking a set of arbitrary size
k containing individual context embeddings {Emoa (c1 ), Emoa (c2 ), . . . , Emoa (ck )}, it returns a learned
combination embedding ĉi = CΦ (Emoa (c1 ), Emoa (c2 ), . . . , Emoa (ck )).
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E.3.3

Transport Map Module T

The transport map module takes as input samples of the source distribution µ as well as context c and
returns the perturbed population ν. Map Tθ is thereby parameterized via PICNNs as we require input
convexity in µ but not c. In the case where we consider learning Tθ via the dual (2), it is defined
by a pair of PICNNs with parameters θ = (θf , θg ), parameterizing the set of dual variables f and g.
When deploying the primal OT problem (1), we parameterize a single Brenier potential via a PICNN
with parameters θ.
As suggested by Makkuva et al. (2020), we relax the convexity constraint on PICNN g and instead
penalize its negative weights Wkz
X
2
R (θ) = λ
∥max (−Wkz , 0)∥F .
Wkz ∈θ

The convexity constraint on PICNN f is enforced after each update by setting the negative weights of
all Wkz ∈ θf to zero. Thus, the full objective then states
max
min fθf (∇gθg (y)) − ⟨y, ∇gθg (y)⟩ − fθf (x) + λR(θg ).
z
θf :Wk ≥0,∀k θg

E.3.4

Projection Module

For very high-dimensional inputs such as single-cell RNA seq data, we project the data into a
lower-dimensional space. The effect of a perturbation effect is then learned on the control particles
encoded into a lower dimensional space. Subsequently, we decode the predicted target particles
into the original data space. We consider both, principal component (PCA) as well as autoencoderbased projections. When conducting experiments in PCA space, we consider the first 50 principal
components, as they contain > 99 % of the explained variance (see Fig. 6c). The autoencoder
architecture is inspired by (Lotfollahi et al., 2019), as it has been designed and tested for single-cell
RNA seq data. The results reported in § 5 are based on autoencoder projections and the evaluation
metrics are computed on the decoded target particles.
E.4

Hyperparameters

To learn the optimal transport maps, we use PICNN architectures of 4 hidden layers of width 64. The
autoencoder parameterizing the projection module consists of an encoder and decoder with each 2
layers of 512 dimensional hidden layers. The size of the latent space is 50. The deep set consists
of an encoder with 2 linear layers with 8 hidden units, followed by a sum-pooling operator and a 2
layer decoder with 8 hidden units, returning a set embedding of the same size as each individual input
embedding, and passed through a final sigmoid activation function. For all networks, we use the Adam
optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2014) with a learning rate of 0.0001 (β1 = 0.5, β2 = 0.9) and λ=1. If T
is learned via the OT dual, f and g are learned via an alternate min-max optimization. f is updated by
fixing g and maximizing (15) with a single iteration. Then, for 10 iterations, i.e., train_freq_f= 10,
f is fixed, and g is optimized by minimizing (16). For the baselines, we followed the default
configurations specified by the authors on the same datasets. We use a default batch size of 256,
which is adapted for perturbations with fewer cells (due to a train / test split of 80%/20%).

F

Reproducibility

An implementation of C OND OT is available at github.com/bunnech/condot.
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